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1. Introduction

Stability and confinement are important features of tohomak fusion plmunas. It has been shown,
that the fishbone instability [1,2] directly deteriorates the confinement of fast ions in a. fusion
plasma. As for example the o-particles from the D[T,n)a»reaction are responsible for the heating
of a future fusion reactor, this instability can affect ignition of a fusion plasma. Understanding
the fishbone instability is therefore an important topic in nuclear fusion research. As all expev
riments presented here have been examined in pure deuterium discharges the a—particles were
simulated throughout by fast deuterium particles injected with an energy of 60 keV.

2. General Features of the Fishbone-Instability

The fishbonc instability can be easily identified because of its (namegiving) typical burstlike
structure on the signal of the magnetic probes. Fishbones not only vary in amplitude but also
in frequency. The temporal variation of the frequency within one single fishbone burst can be
calculated with the help of a wavelet analysis (differential Fourier analysis). The result of such
an analysis is shown in Fig. l.
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Fig. 1: A wavelet analysis {difi‘erenlial Fourier analysis} during a fishbonr: burst shows clearly
a frequency decrease within each single burst. Furthermore it czhibils. that the mode amplitude
reaches ils maximum right at the lime, when the mode frequency has uihistled down [5’].
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in the bottom box the raw signal of a magnetic probe during two fislibone bursts is shown. The
plot above displays the result of the wavelet analysis. The vertical axis represents the frequency
in kllz, whereas the horizontal axis represents the time in sec. The lines connect areas with equal
spectral power This analysis shows, that a fishbone burst starts with an oscillation frequencyof approximately 2‘2 kllz. which decreases continuously within one third of the duration of theburst. to the much lower frequency of the plasma rotation (z 8.5 kHz in the lab-frame). Thusthe difference of 14 kllz represents the actual start frequency of the fishbone burst in the plasmarest frame. Furthermore it can be observed, that the mode amplitude reaches its maximum rightat the moment, when the mode frequency has whistled down. Integrating this 2-diinensionaldistribution over time. one gets the known Fourier spectrum shown in the right box.
A mode analysis exhibits, that the fishbone mode has a toroidal number of 11:1 and a poloidalnumber of m=1 mainly. However higher poloidal mode numbers are also observed during eachsingle burst. The rotation direction of this mode is the ionsdianiagnetic drift direction. Theamplitude distribution of magnetic probes located at different poloidal positions shows, that thefishbone activity is enhanced at the low-field side of the mid-plane plasma. As the fast trappedions stay in majority in this area too. a coupling between these ions and the fishbone mode isindicated. During each fishbone burst an ejection of fast ions is detected via a correlated (upto) 20%7reduction of the neutron flux. Measurements of the charge exchange flux confirm thisfact directly in showing, that fast particles are ejected from the plasma [4].
A correlation between the fishbone instability and the ELM (Edge Localized Mode) instabilitylocated on the plasma edge (far away from the fishbones at the q:1-llux surface) was observedin a higli-B-discharge. This might be due to the ejection of the resonant fast trapped particlesthrough the fishbone instability These ions may enhance the plasma gradient. on the plasmaedge and thus cause an ELM. But to clear up this issue fully further investigations have to bedone.

3. Mechanism
The initial frequency of the fishbone oscillation in the plasma rest frame is identified as lhetoroidal precession frequency of the injected fast trapped ions. From this. and the observationthat the trapped content of the injected fast particles plays the dominant role in destabilizingthe fislibone instability, a. more detailed understanding of the basic fishbone mechanism can bederived.
The underlying destabilization mechanism is based on the fact, that the deeply trapped ionsalways stay in the bad curvature region of the magnetic field. Hence they can cause plasmainterchange on the resonant q:1~surface, resulting in a resistive (in:l,n=l)7interchange mode.ln this case the gradient of the spatial fast trapped ion distribution at the (i=lssurface drivesthe fishbone instability. Because of the precessional movement of the fast trapped ions, thefishbone mode oscillates with the same frequency. Since the fislibone instability continuouslyejects the resonant and driving ions it is successively driven unstable by lower energetic ions inthe fashion-distribution. The fact, that the precession frequency is proportional to the energyof the fast trapped ions explains the observed whistling down of the frequency. if the gradienthas been removed, the mode will not be driven any longer and slows down, as shown in Fig 1.It vanishes within the resitive time scale.

The inherent mechanism of successive fishbone cycles can be described in good accordancewith the experimental data, if the mode amplitude and the destabilizing fast trapped ions areconsidered as predator and prey [5]. With this relationship it is possible to model the fishboneinstability quite well.
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4. Operational Regime

An evaluation 0f the experimental data leads directly to a stability diagram for the fishbone

instability. Fig. 2 plots the toroidal precession frequency of the fast trapped ions against the

fast particle pressure firm : [Em/(1+ Tia/75d), where 7‘13 represents the energy confinement time

and Tad the slowing-down time of the fast ions) of several discharges showing fishbone activity

(full symbols) and some without (open symbols), It exhibits clearly, that a distinct threshold

in the fast particle pressure exists (firm > 0.009), above which the fishbone instability can be

destabilized in ASDEX Upgrade.
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Fig. 2: The stability diagram of the fishbone instability in ASDEX Upgrade [3]. It shows
directly, that the fishbone activity occurs only above a distinct threshold in the fast particle

pressure ‘81.,“ = [BM/(l + rig/T”) (where T}; is the energy confinement time of the plasma and
T“; the slowing-dawn time of the fast injected deuterium particles).

As firm is a very inconvenient parameter it is useful to express the information of this diagram
in terms of adjustable plasma parameter in order to derive a general operational regime of the
fishbone instability. This can be achieved by replacing all parameter in the equation for firm
through their explicite terms, For the confinement time TE one has to insert the ITER H92P
scaling law [6]. Thus it is possible to calculate the operational regime via an evaluation of the
following expression [3]:

2mmryngr1iMAfiflvmmA . >om9 (U
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It can be seen, that. the destabilization of the fishbone mode is more or less independent of
the plasma density nc at constant heating power Pm. Figure 3 displays the calculated general
operational regime (for nu : 5- 1019 m'3 and PM = 6 MW) including the location of some
discharges with and without fishbone activity. By means of this diagram it is possible to predict
the appearance of the fishbone instability depending on the plasma current Ip, the toroidal
magnetic field Btu, and the central plasma temperature Tc.
Following from that, within the flattop phase of a plasma discharge with constant current,
toroidal magnetic field and additional heating power the single free parameter for destabilizing
the fishbone mode is the plasma temperature. Thus in a discharge located very close to the
destabilization region for fishbones, only small changes in the plasma temperature are necessary
to suppress or to destabilize fishbone activity.
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Fig. 3: The calculated operational regime ofihe fislzbone instability in ASDEX Upgrade [3] Theparameter space is dividcd into two regions by the line for the plasma current ranging between0.6 - 1.2 ill/l. In the upper left area (above the corresponding plasma current line) no fishboneactivity is possible, whems in the lower light area (below the corresponding plasma current line)fishbone activity can be observed.

5. Summary
The fishbone instability has been investigated in the tokamak experiment ASDEX Upgrade. Itcan easily be identified due to its burstlike structure on the magnetic probes and the charac-teristic frequency reduction within each single burst. The basic destabilization mechanism isessentially based on the fact, that the fast trapped ions always stay in the bad curvature regionofa toroidal plasma. Thus they can destabilize interchange. Because of their toroidal precessionthese ions transport this magnetic perturbation in the same direction. As the toroidal preces-sion frequency depends on the energy of the fast trapped ions, the ejection of these particlesresults in a frequency reduction during each burst. Fishbones occur in ASDEX Upgrade onlyabove the threshold 13““; > 0.009. From this it is possible to calculate generally the operationalregime in terms of adjustable plasma parameters like plasma current, toroidal magnetic fieldand temperature. It turns out, that the destabilization depends only marginally on the plasmadensity. Thus within the flattup phase ofa discharge the single free parameter for destabilizingfishbone activity is the plasma temperature [3].
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